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ABSTRACT
Interactive experiences are an increasing part of the museum environment. These
experiences are expanding beyond museum walls with the advent of extended
museum websites and digital archives. Museums are profoundly social environments,
and thus these new digital museum offerings require consideration of the social
experience they afford. This report discusses the results of a study into the social
experience of the Compass Card Programme (CCP) at the National Maritime Museum,
Greenwich. The CCP provides a technologically mediated extended museum
experience based on collecting stories behind museum objects. Rapid ethnography
was used to gain insight into the experience of intergenerational and school or
community groups while using the programme.
The focus of investigation was the social interaction around the CCP, and visitor
journeys through the programme. Detailed analysis allowed for the identification of
areas of the experience that enhanced or hindered the coherence of the shared
experience. The programme was successful at drawing attention and interest, however
entry and access points for the CCP were areas where the shared experience was
impacted. Plotting the visitor journey through the programme revealed that
interaction around stories and objects was largely reserved for the end of the
experience. The multiple transition points within the programme, combined with
barriers to sharing, can detract from the shared experience and coherence of the
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programme. The analysis allowed for redesign implications to be highlighted that
could address the aspects of the programme that hinder the social experience.
- Word count: 13, 844 -
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Interactive exhibits and experiences are an increasing part of the museum offering.
These interactive experiences are becoming more novel, and in some cases more
engaging for both participant and observer (Hornecker & Stifter, 2006; Meisner, vom
Lehn, Heath, Burch, Gammon & Reisman, 2007). One assumption behind the
motivation for interactive exhibits is that they enhance engagement and social
interaction and therefore assist visitors in understanding the exhibit content (Heath &
vom Lehn, 2008). It therefore follows that in order for this to be true the engagement
and social interaction observed should greatly involve exhibit content.
Advances in technology have enabled the museum to extend beyond its physical
walls. Expanded museum websites and digital archives allow for the public to
remotely access museum content. As these expanded experiences become more
commonplace visitors are also demanding a seamless experience across technologies
(Johnson, Adams, & Witchey, 2011). This requires consideration of how various
systems and technologies are integrated.
Creating interactive and integrated experiences requires consideration of the
needs of the individual as well as those of the group. While exhibits are often created
that rely on models of interaction based on HCI these models often prioritize the
individual experience over that of the group, and can lead to poor social experiences
in the museum (Heath & vom Lehn, 2008). In addition, the immediate social and
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physical context within which the exhibit is placed can exert much influence over
how users act and respond to planned interactions (cf. Suchman, 1987). This means
that such meticulously planned interactions can miss out on many of the ways that
users adapt their behaviour to meet their situated needs and understandings. In order
to understand the needs of the system, it must be evaluated in the context of use.
This report is an exploration of how the design of a technologically mediated
extended museum programme – the Compass Card Programme at the National
Maritime Museum – based on collecting stories delivers a coherent social experience
for visitor groups. The programme is a mixture of physical and digital content. It
utilizes a bookmarking system that ties digital stories to selected objects around the
museum’s galleries. Users are given a card to take with them on their visit, and use it
to collect the stories behind the selected objects. The programme spans their time at
the museum, and extends online afterwards. This report will provide a case study in
aspects of an extended museum experiences that encourage or limit social interaction
in groups.
The National Maritime Museum was interested in assessing the social experience
of the Compass Card Programme (CPP), and how it could provide a more socially
integrated experience for small intergenerational groups and young school or
community groups. To assess the social experience, a rapid ethnographic approach
(Hughes, King, Rodden, & Andersen, 1994; Millen, 2000) was utilized and combined
with analysis of the Compass Card website usage.
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The focus of this paper will concern the Compass Card and its use by the specified
social groups. The social experience of the groups is explored in relation to how the
programme affords and encourages a shared experience. The coherence of the
programme is examined in regards to how the groups proceed through the
programme and make sense of the experience. Implications for redesign based on the
findings are then outlined. The following section provides background on the use of
interactive technology in museums and considerations for social interaction. Aspects
of the social experience of specific concern for the CCP are also detailed.
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CHAPTER 2.

SOCIAL

INTERACTION,

TECHNOLOGY

AND

MUSEUMS
Social interaction in museums has been increasingly recognized for its
contribution to the visitor experience. This interaction, both verbal and non-verbal,
occurs throughout the groups’ visit, with especially layered and complex social
behaviour happening in proximity to exhibits (Falk and Dierking, 2000; Galani &
Chalmers, 2010; Leinhardt & Knutson, 2004; Rahm, 2004). Museums are well known
to be social spaces. The vast majority of visitors arrive with others, such as their
family, friends, or as part of a school group (Heath & vom Lehn, 2008). This extends
the considerations when designing exhibits: requirements include how these groups
may interact with the exhibit and with each other.
The social atmosphere and educational content inherent in museums make them
ideal informal places of learning. Visitor groups interact and converse as a way to
make sense and find meaning within their experience. When visitors explore together
it can increase their ability to learn and make sense of the content and themes to
which they are exposed (Heath & vom Lehn, 2010; Falk and Dierking, 2000). Learning
is one of the primary motivating factors for families in visiting museums, and much
of their interaction is centred on learning activities (Kelly, 2011). Falk and Dierking
(2000) contend that the learning experience in museums is primarily socio-cultural,
involving overlapping layers of the personal, sociocultural and physical context.
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Indeed, sociocultural theory underpins much research into learning in museums
(Rennie, Feher, Dierking, & Falk, 2003). Learning is tied to social interaction, thus
exhibit design needs to consider how to support group interaction if it is to meet the
learning objectives of visitors and museums.
When designed with the social experience in mind, interactive exhibits can greatly
enhance the group experience. If consideration is given not only to the content of the
exhibit, but the types of action and interactions available, greater interest,
participation and engagement can emerge for visitor groups (Hornecker & Stifter,
2006; Meisner et al., 2007). Social conduct is naturally quite fluid and complex, which
can make it very difficult to create exhibits that involve social interaction. Many
interactive exhibits follow a quite traditional computer interaction model, with
prescribed action and turn-taking mechanisms. This constrains the possible forms of
participation and interaction by groups, as it serves individual experiences rather
than facilitating the involvement of the group (Heath & vom Lehn, 2008). If designed
poorly technology can cause interactions and understanding to suffer. This is
particularly problematic when designing for simultaneous or collaborative
interactions with exhibits, and consideration must be given to the effects of the
mediating technology (Allen & Gutwill, 2004; Lyons & Morgan, 2009).
Exhibitions that offer some form of participation and interaction can help to
engage visitors and facilitate learning. Dewey’s experimental education (Ansbacher,
1998) and the philosophy of constructivism (Hein, 1998) underpin this focus on
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interaction. Participation can be directly with museum objects and content, as well as
between visitors. It can bridge time and extend the museum experience virtually.
More museums are inviting visitors to create a wider social understanding of exhibits
and objects, and to contribute public interpretations to traditional museum domains
(Samis, 2008; Johnson, Adams, & Witchey, 2011). An increasingly important
consideration for interactive exhibits concerns how to create integrated experiences
across time and space.
As technologies become more ubiquitous, it is necessary to examine how these
experiences affect interactions between visitors and museum objects – both physical
and digital. A major issue concerns how to create integrated experiences for groups of
visitors, and extend those experiences through time and beyond the museum walls.
Jordan and Henderson (1995) propose that in order to understand the behaviour of
people it is necessary to examine the social context that surrounds their activity.
Interactive exhibits are situated in unique settings that require investigation into the
social and material environments specific to them.

2.1

Social Experience of the Compass Card Programme (CCP)
The forms of social interaction observed and reported in Chapter 6 of participants

using the Compass Card Programme help to inform understanding of the social
experience. This includes both verbal and non-verbal behaviour surrounding events of
co-participation and collaboration (cf. Heath & vom Lehn, 2008). Conversations have
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long been a focus of studies into social interaction within informal learning
environments (cf. Crowley & Callanan, 1998; Leinhardt & Knutson, 2004).
Communication is a major form of social interaction to be examined surrounding the
programme, but it is also vital to study the wider environment in which it takes place.
Situational influences on behaviour such as actions, objects and spatial arrangement
offer insights into social interaction (Kendon, 1990; Meisner et al., 2007). Analysing
these various influences and forms of social interaction will help to inform evaluation
of the shareability and coherence of the programme.
Shareability is concerned with how systems, technology and interfaces support copresent participants in shared, focused interaction around the same content or objects
(Hornecker, Marshall, & Rogers, 2007). The ability of the CCP to deliver a shared
experience is important for the goals of the museum as well as the visitors. As
mentioned above, learning is a major goal for families groups when visiting museums
and social support is a chief underpinning for learning in these environments (Falk &
Dierking, 2000; Kelly, 2011). Accordingly, evaluation of the social experience offered
by the CCP will utilise shareability as a means to understanding how well the
programme meets the needs of the group in this area.
Central to this concept is how well the programme invites and makes possible
interaction for group members. The concepts of entry and access points describe
features of the programme that facilitate interaction. Hornecker, Marshall and Rogers
(2007) outline design principles to facilitate entry and access points. Entry points
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invite users into the interaction and help motivate group members to engage.
Characteristics of entry points include: how well the design reduces barriers in
engaging the interaction when and where the user desires; the provision of an
overview of the interaction and understanding of what actions and outcomes are
possible; how the design draws users in and progressively encourages people to
engage and progress through the interaction. Access points are concerned with
characteristics that make interaction possible. These characteristics include: the
perceptual access to understand and anticipate what is happening or possible; the
manipulative access granted by the number, form and type of input methods; the
fluidity of sharing the interaction and the ease with which users can interleave
actions, switch roles, share control and augment others’ actions.
The distributed nature of the CCP requires that the shareability and coherence of
the programme are considered over time and space. For this reason, the journey
groups take while using the programme is of interest. As visitors progress through
their visit they will engage and disengage with the programme. To create a coherent
journey the transition periods within the experience need to be examined and
designed to allow disengagement and reengagement (Benford, Giannachi, Koleva, &
Rodden, 2009). Issues that affect shareability, usability, or the ability to understand
the programme can be spread over time. To create a truly integrated and social
experience consideration must be given to influences before, during and after the
museum visit.
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The design of the CCP and its artefacts are explained in the following section. The
envisaged user journey is outlined, and the locations of elements in the programme
are illustrated.
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CHAPTER 3.

COMPASS CARD PROGRAMME (CCP)

The CCP opened in July 2011 and at the time of investigation included: four
interactive terminals called Compass Pods in the Compass Lounge; twelve story
collection points located throughout the museum’s permanent galleries; the Compass
Card; the stories connected to museum objects; and the Compass website. The purpose
of the CCP is to showcase and invite interaction with museum collections and
archives, engage visitors with the content and each other, extend the museum
experience, and to encourage visitors to further explore their interests with the
museum. The programme aims to offer visitors the human stories behind objects in
the museum, and invites its users to connect with and explore the meaning of these
stories. In addition it is an activity for a wide range of visitors to do within the
museum.
The Compass Card, a small rectangle of cardboard with a unique barcode (see
Figure 3), is taken around the museum and stamped at selected objects using stamp
machines, which will be referred to here as bandits. This action ‘collects’ the story
linked to the bandit by scanning the barcode and associates it with the Compass Card.
A physical mark is also made on the card that is unique to each bandit.
Visitors can register their card and view their collected stories online, or on the
touchscreen Compass Pods in the museum’s Compass Lounge. Once registered,
participants are able to view their stories. They are also given a free eBook and invited
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to come back to the museum to learn more using the research and reading room. The
CCP combines the physical act of stamping a card with digital media, in a treasure
hunt like programme. The envisaged visitor journey is represented in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1: The envisaged CCP journey

Visitors are able to review their Compass Card stories on the various Compass
Pods located within the lounge. The Compass Cards and Compass Pods are shown in
Figure 2 and 3. The Compass Card collects stories through a barcode on one side of the
card. The pods have a slot where the cards are inserted barcode first. Once inserted
and scanned by the pod, the visitor can use the touchscreen to register and review the
stories they’ve collected. The Compass Pods are setup with two moveable stools in
front of one screen, which invites visitors to explore the stories together. Visitors are
required to enter a name and email address in order to register their card. They do not
need to use the pods in order to access their stories, as they can register at home on
the Compass website.

Figure 3: The Compass Card

Figure 2: The Compass Pods

The Compass Pods are located within the Compass Lounge, which is in the Sammy
Ofer Wing. This wing is one of two main entrances to the museum. The lounge
- 20 -

contains two other interactive exhibits, couches, and regularly updated artwork
exhibits. It is located right next to the coat check, where there is also a stack of
Compass Cards available. The layout of the Lounge and its surrounding environment
can be seen below in Figure 4 and 5.

Figure 4: The Compass Lounge and Sammy Ofer wing map
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Figure 5: The Compass Lounge interior

Visitors are able to pick up a Compass Card from various locations around the
museum. Some card points, such as that by the coat check and in the Traders Gallery,
are simply stacks of the cards piled on a tabletop surface. At points near the entrances
there are orientation signs that contain the cards and give some explanation of the
CCP. An example of one of these signs is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The Compass Card signage

Once they have the card, they can stamp it at the bandits spread throughout the
galleries. The locations of Compass Card pick up points, bandits, and the location of
the lounge are shown in Figure 7 and 8 below.
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Figure 7: The ground floor CCP map
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Figure 8: The first floor CCP map

The act of stamping the card to collect stories relies on a barcode system that is
contained in the bandits. When visitors insert their card barcode first into the bandits,
the scanner inside recognises the code, beeps, and assigns the story attached to the
card. Figure 9 below shows an example of a bandit. The title of the story and the object
it’s attached to are shown on the label, and the barcode scanner is below the label.
Although scanning the barcode is what collects the story, there is a physical stamping
action that accompanies the process. Figure 9 shows the handle that is pulled down to
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stamp the card once the card is inserted into the card slot. The result is an embossed
shape on the card that represents the story. Figure 3 above shows several examples of
these embossed shapes.

Figure 9: The bandits

The behaviour and interactions of groups using the CCP were studied in order to
assess the social experience of the programme. In the following section the
methodology used will be expanded upon.
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CHAPTER 4.

METHOD

The study utilized a rapid ethnographic approach (Hughes et al., 1994; Millen,
2000) and video interaction analysis (Heath, Hindmarsh & Luff, 2010; Jordan &
Henderson, 1995) to investigate the social experience afforded by the CCP. Data was
gathered using observational field notes, interviews and audiovisual recording around
the museum. Ethical clearance was obtained from the UCL ethics panel, see Appendix
A for the approval letter. Interviews were conducted in the museum to assess visitors’
understanding and opinions of the programme. Data analysis of actions on the
Compass website allowed further investigation into the behaviour of visitors, and
insight into actions outside the museum. Combining these methods allowed data to
be gathered to better understand how people interacted with the programme in a
natural setting, and what they thought of the experience. The behaviour of visitors,
and social interactions amongst group members, in relation to the CCP were the focus
of investigation.
The study was conducted during the month of June 2012. A total of 13 days were
spent at the museum; these days were distributed between weekdays and weekends in
order to ensure variation in the behaviour and groups observed. Observation would
usually last between two to three hours, and was varied between the morning and
afternoon.
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Behaviour was observed in various galleries around the museum and the Compass
Lounge. Data was collected through field notes and audiovisual recordings. A sign was
erected in filming locations to notify the public of the research, and to inform them
that they could object to being filmed. The wording of the sign can be seen in
Appendix B. The researcher was on hand to answer questions regarding the study, and
discuss any reservations with the public.
Interviewees were observed using the programme and approached by the
researcher. Informed consent was obtained and then participants’ opinions were
collected through short semi-structured interviews using audio recording and note
taking. Afterwards, these interviews were transcribed and analysed. Questions
focused on how they became aware of the programme, how it was used, their
experiences and expectations, and suggestions for improvement. The researcher
conducted one group follow along session in the museum (cf. Hornecker, 2010). In
this session, the researcher was able to follow the group as they used the programme
and conduct a follow-up interview.
The

National

Maritime

Museum

uses

Google

Analytics

(http://www.google.com/analytics/) to record interactions on the Compass site. This
information was shared with the researcher for study purposes. Activity from July 18,
2011 to July 31, 2012 was analysed for patterns.
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4.1

Participants

Small intergenerational groups, and young school or community groups were the
focus of this investigation. The focus age for child participants across groups was 3-11
years of age. As research by Piscitelli (2001) suggests, young children are capable of
discussing their opinions and providing insight into their experiences. Their
interpretation of events is markedly different from adults, thus in order to
understand their experience we engaged children as well as adults in interviews. The
groups under study had been observed using the card, and a selection were
approached and asked to participate in interviews. A total of 21 intergenerational
groups, and eight school or community groups were observed using the programme.
There were seven intergenerational groups of five or more people, eight of three to
four people, and six composed of two people. School or community groups were
larger, ranging from 10 to 30 pupils and adults.

Seven public interviews were

conducted in the museum, six intergenerational and one with a teacher. In addition
two interviews were conducted with staff present in the galleries. No names were
collected from participants. All the names that appear in vignettes or interviews below
are anonymised.
Museum staff and visiting teachers supervising classes were approached to
participate in interviews. The interviews aimed to understand their interpretation of
the programme's value. As supervisors and staff they are in a unique and valuable
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position, and could offer a different view of how the programme meets the needs of
museum groups.
Users of the Compass website participated through their interactions with the
website. Anonymous usage data was collected from the Compass Card website to
understand the behaviour of visitors after the museum. Google Analytics
(http://www.google.com/analytics/) was used to collect information on visitors who
utilized the site post museum visit.

4.2

Analysis

Data capture focused on group behaviour and interactions while engaged with the
CCP. The focus for analysis iteratively evolved as themes emerged in the data being
collected. Audiovisual recordings were analysed following Jordan and Henderson’s
(1995) interaction analysis approach, and interviews were coded based on thematic
findings concerning shareability and co-experience (Hornecker et al., 2007). Utilizing
this approach allowed recognition of elements of the interaction that support social
interaction, and areas where social interaction is thwarted.
Kendon’s

F-formation framework was used to understand how group

configurations and spatial influences affected group social interaction (Kendon, 1990).
Marshall, Rogers and Pantidi (2011) have used Kendon’s F-formation system to
observe how spatial configurations of groups related to interior design features could
influence social behaviour.
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CHAPTER 5.

RESULTS

The group experience of the CCP is outlined in the following sections. Specific
focus is centred on how well the programme allows for a shared experience, and how
groups progress through the programme. The nature of the programme requires a
planned experience through time and space, and thus the analysis is framed by the
journey visitors take through the programme. This encompasses different stages of
the experience, from the moment the visitors become aware of the CCP, through
collecting stamps and reviewing stories on the Compass Pods, to post visit behaviour.

5.1

Awareness & Introduction
The CCP is distributed throughout the National Maritime Museum space, as

Figure 7 and 8 illustrated, which creates multiple points of introduction to the
programme. The experience of visitor groups was influenced by where, when and how
they became aware of the CCP. Once aware of the programme, visitors could begin to
understand how to use it, and then introduce the programme to others in the group.
The focus of social interaction in this stage was in creating a shared understanding of
the programme and enabling group members to participate.
One of the primary ways visitor groups become aware of the CCP was through
proximity to physical artefacts used in the programme. The artefacts themselves, or
other people using the artefacts could draw attention. The bandits, Compass Cards, or
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Compass Pods would draw the attention of one or more of the group and serve as
their first point of contact with the programme. This introduction could take place
throughout the museum and thus relied on the artefacts’ ability to attract attention,
instruct visitors, motivate and enable them to participate.
The bandits were particularly effective at drawing attention in the galleries. The
physical affordance of the handle and card slot were successful at communicating the
possibility of a stamping action (Norman, 1988). The height and location of the
stampers also provided manipulative access. Often while one member investigated
the stamper other group members would be drawn in by the action, an example of a
honeypot effect (Brignull & Rogers, 2003). For example, in the following vignette a
small group of boys on a class visit notice the stamper in a gallery and stop to interact
with it. The activity draws other boys over to investigate:
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Vignette 1
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The bandits were successful in drawing the attention of groups, but presented an
incomplete introduction to the CCP. Visitors did not have the ability to immediately
interact with the programme when introduced through the bandits. The bandits’
labels gave the instructions “Insert your Compass Card to save this story” along with
the title of the story and the name of the object the story is connected to. However, the
Compass Cards and further instructional signage were not available nearby and
visitors were left with an incomplete understanding of what objects they needed and
what the outcome of the interaction may be. Much of the conversation around bandits
concerned how they worked and what they were for. The following vignette shows the
introduction to the programme through a bandit for a mother and son:
Vignette 2
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Museum staff played a vital role in the galleries and throughout the museum by
informing visitors of the programme and instructing them on how it worked. Due to
the barriers visitors faced when introduced to the programme through the bandits,
visitors would often look around the gallery and seek assistance. Staff were observed
explaining how the bandits worked and telling visitors where to get Compass Cards.
When the CCP initially launched museum staff were included as an integral a part of
the programme, and were equipped with cards to hand out to visitors at the entrances.
Staff duties no longer include handing out cards to visitors, but some staff still carry
around extra cards with them to hand out in galleries to those who are confused by
the bandits.
Outside of the galleries visitors were introduced to the programme through the
Compass Cards and Compass Pods. Cards are located at the entrances to the museum,
as indicated in the maps of the museum in Figure 7 and 8, and are attached to signage
with plastic card holders or stacked in piles on tables and ledges. Instructions are
printed on one side of the card, as shown previously in Figure 3. Compass Pods are
located in the Compass Lounge, which is a lounge space next to the coat check that
contains other interactives and exhibits that are updated frequently. See Figure 10
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below for the location of the Compass Lounge and layout of the Compass Pods within
the lounge. The flow of visitors through the Sammy Ofer Wing often focused on the
information desk, café and gallery areas. The Compass Lounge was missed by many
visitors, which reduced the exposure of the CCP. A previous report on the lounge also
observed that many visitors were not exposed to the space (Boyd, 2012). The lounge
was helped by its proximity to the coat check desk, as groups often use it as a quick
rest spot before entering the galleries. This affords opportunities for group members
to interact with the Compass Pods and learn about the programme.

Figure 10: The Compass Lounge and Sammy Ofer wing
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The Compass Lounge served as an introduction point for groups, but also
presented barriers in engaging the programme. Groups in the lounge were often
observed in a transitory state, which influenced their ability to learn about the CCP.
Children would often approach the pods on their own while adult group members
were occupied, planned their visit or checked belongings at the coat check. This could
be a barrier for younger children, who without adult help had trouble reading the
instructions and figuring out the programme. Group discussion would centre on how
the use the pods and the cards, and how to overcome the trouble they had accessing
the content on the pod screens. Children would often try to interact with the screens
without cards, or they would find a card but not have collected any stories to review.
They wouldn’t be able to interact with the content and would soon get frustrated and
move on or look for help. If adults or staff were nearby they would often act to help
the children to find the cards, or help to explain the programme. However the
children could also be called away by adults, which would interrupt their
investigation of the programme and could mean that they never discovered how it
works. Examples of these interactions are illustrated in the scene below:
Vignette 3
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The pods serve as attraction points to draw in visitors, especially children.
However, the separation of the pods from the cards creates a barrier for visitors in
obtaining an overview of the programme and gaining manipulative access, which can
help lead to lower uptake (Allen, 2004; Hornecker et al., 2007). The following vignette
demonstrates this:
Vignette 4
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The above vignette shows how the separation of the cards and the pods can inhibit
the visitors’ introduction to the programme; visitors can misinterpret what tools they
need to utilize the programme. They can also focus on obtaining the card and miss the
option onscreen to find out how the programme works. The presence of staff or
adults nearby can serve a bridge for children in understanding the programme, and
help them to locate the cards needed to use the programme.
After some initial investigation, group members would then often introduce other
members of the group to the programme. They could do so through instructing other
members on how to use the programme, and performing demonstrations. Artefacts
from the programme were used as part of the explanation. Adults or older siblings
would often help younger group members by explaining how to collect stories, and
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ensuring they had a Compass Card. The following vignette shows how younger group
members were observed being instructed in how to use the programme:
Vignette 5

The above vignette shows how artefacts were used to help explain the programme.
It also demonstrates how it can be difficult to explain the program to others when
parts of the programme, such as the bandits, are not immediately visually accessible.
For children under approximately five years of age, the introduction stage could
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continue into the galleries where there were bandits able to be used to demonstrate
what actions were necessary. Adults played an important role in scaffolding the task
for children, as shown in the following vignette:
Vignette 6

The introduction to the CCP can be a very social event for groups and relies on
visitors working together and with others. The environment and context of the visit
impacts how groups become aware of the programme and how they engage. Visitors
collaborated in creating an understanding of the programme, in suggesting how it
works, evaluating their concepts, and supporting others in their learning. Learning
about the programme takes place largely in the museum. None of the seven groups
interviewed indicated that they knew about the programme beforehand. Similar
findings regarding awareness were reported in a previous study into the CCP and
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Compass Lounge (Boyd, 2012). Visitors were reliant on the cues and instructions in the
museum; they learnt about the programme in the museum from seeing the artefacts
involved, watching others use the programme, or talking to staff.
In the next section the focus will turn to how groups collected stamps. Analysis
will centre on the social interactions that occurred around bandits, and the action of
collecting stamps.

5.2

Collecting Stamps in the Galleries

The act of collecting stamps created opportunities for social interaction, which
were facilitated by the bandits. Group members would work together to find and
collect stamps, and interpret their activity. Interaction was focused between children
in visitor groups, with adults playing a supporting role when needed. The CCP design
and environment influenced how adults were able to engage with children around the
bandits.
The act of collecting stamps at the bandits created a hub for social interaction.
Members of the group took on a “treasure hunt” mentality, which emphasised the act
of collection within the overall museum experience. Thus, during the museum visit, a
goal was to find all the stamps to collect. An important aspect of collecting for
children involved comparing what each group member had collected, and almost
competing in their collecting behaviour. The objects linked to the stamps took a
backseat in the pursuit of collecting all the stamps. While collecting stamps, members
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of the group helped each other find the bandits, stamp the cards correctly, and discuss
what they had collected. Their activity in the galleries drew in other members of the
group, a within-group honeypot effect (Brignull & Rogers, 2003). The following
vignette shows how children were drawn into other group members’ activity around
bandits, and how collection and comparison were a major focus for children:
Vignette 7
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The above vignette illustrates the focus on collecting within the CCP, and showed
how children interact around the activity of stamping. While gathered around a
bandit, children would often learn how to use the card by watching others, and
compete somewhat with each other. This watching, learning, and imitating behaviour
is common in museums (Vom Lehn, Heath, & Hindmarsh, 2001). The following
vignettes demonstrate this behaviour:
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Vignette 8
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Vignettes 7 and 8 illustrate how stamp collecting is a major focus of interaction
within the galleries, especially for younger group members. Children were the
primary stamp collectors in intergenerational and school/community groups; adults
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contributed to the activity through support and facilitation. No adults in
intergenerational groups or school groups were observed with their own Compass
Cards, however adults would share a card with children. Although not the focus of
this investigation, a small number of adult groups were observed using the
programme. Thus the programme does have appeal for adults and adult groups.
However adults within intergenerational and school/community groups appear to
focus on supporting the tasks and actions of children, and facilitating the visit. This is
in keeping with other studies that showed adults to act as facilitators and guides for
children in their museum interactions (Hornecker, 2010; Kelly, 2011). The motivation
to support the children’s experience is evidenced by the response of a group member
when asked how they had learned about the programme: “I was walking in the... not
the Navigators one, the one below that… the Traders one. And I saw the machines and
I thought it might be quite good for uh, the little kids to do.” The tendency to view the
programme as for children impacted how adults supported behaviour in the gallery.
The Compass Card could act as an object that assigned a role to group members,
which could be permanent or temporary. Groups were observed where a member
would act as the stamper, as they were in charge of the Compass Card. This role could
switch between group members, as was found with one intergenerational group. The
group of three shared one card between them. The adult male did not participate, but
the adult female shared stamping duties with the male child, who was approximately
11 years old. They did not appear to go through the galleries and stamp the card
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together, but instead to rotate who had the card between them, as indicated when
talking about where they saw the bandits:
Joan (Adult female): We only saw them in one of the rooms upstairs.
Gordon (Male child): No there were some in the other one. Yeah but, I
didn’t have the card then.
Interviewer: Who collected the stamps?
Gordon: Um, I did a couple…
Chris (Adult Male): Gordon did a couple, and then Joan did some.

The objects groups brought along with them also helped to create roles for each
group member. These objects ranged from low-tech items such as paper
questionnaires, to high tech items such as video recorders and cameras. One group of
four was observed moving through the galleries where members used the objects they
had with them to fulfil their roles. This intergenerational group was composed of one
male and three females. Their roles were acted out as follows:
[The group moves through the gallery looking at objects. Ann (the adult
female) and Dea (youngest female) stay close to each other much of the
time, but Dea will also join the young boy and girl (Kai and Lucy) as they go
around the gallery. Ann has a video recorder and is filming objects. Kai has
the Compass Card and Lucy has a camera. Kai stays close to Lucy as they
look at the objects in the gallery. Lucy takes photos of the objects they stop
to look at, and Kai asks her to take photos of him with some objects. Kai
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stamps the card as they walk through the gallery, and other group members
will point out the bandits to him.]
The roles were influenced by the technology and the artefacts they had with them,
and other group members. Acting out roles was observed in groups with older
children who were very capable of acting independently. These groups shared one
card between them, and this behaviour was not observed in intergenerational groups
with younger children, as each child had their own card.
Interaction between adults and children at the bandits centred on ensuring they
were stamping the cards correctly, especially for younger children. The physical setup
and procedure for stamping could be an obstacle for younger children. The height of
bandits required adults to help out young children who could not reach the handles,
as shown in the scene below:
Vignette 9
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The correct behaviour needed to stamp the cards was also explained to children.
However, the issue with understanding the link between stamping and scanning was
not limited to young children.
Children and adults were observed who had trouble recognizing that they needed
to scan the card and hear a beep in order to collect the story. The act of collecting a
stamp presented a disparity between the physical action of stamping and the digital
requirement of scanning. There is a strong physical affordance to pull on the handle
of the bandits, and a strong coupling between the card and the handle. The action of
stamping does not seamlessly map to the digital requirement of scanning. Hornecker
(2012) proposes that factors such as seamless mappings for tangible interfaces work
best when the system mimics physical behaviour instead of digital functions. Thus
actions such as barcode scanning are not easily mapped to the physical act of pulling
on a handle.
Users could be more focused on collecting the physical stamp and miss the
connection between stamping and scanning. This created opportunities for group
members to help direct each other in how to use the card, but it also relied on a
member of the group recognizing the proper action needed. The scene below shows
how easily group members would miss the digital connection to stamping:
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Vignette 10

The above scene demonstrates how some visitors can focus more on the act of
stamping and miss the digital aspect of collecting. The vignette below shows how
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different group members can focus on different aspects of the physical/digital divide,
and how they can help each other understand the process of stamping:
Vignette 11

The vignettes showing people stamping their cards illustrate how social
interaction surrounding the bandits focused on tactical and support activities rather
than the more traditional educational and facilitative interactions in museums (Kelly,
2011). A factor relating to this is the spatial formations afforded by the bandits. The
bandits’ size and configuration encourage solo use, but allow for secondary support.
Using F-formations to study the configurations of the groups, we can see that the
transactional space for bandits is limited. Figure 11 below shows observed group
configurations.
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Figure 11: Bandit configurations

Kendon (1990) defined the space surrounding an individual engaged in an activity
as their transactional segment. This is the space into which they focus their attention
and interact with objects. It is defined by the orientation of their lower body and
placement of their limbs. The size of the space of the transactional segment can
change during the course of an activity, as the orientation of the body changes. Fformations are formed when two or more people are arranged so that the
transactional space to which they have equal access overlaps, creating a shared space
for their common activity. This shared transactional segment is called the o-space.
Participants work together to maintain the o-space during their activity, to ensure that
attention and access to the activity are available to others in the formation.
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There are various configurations of F-formations that can arise during an activity.
Kendon describes particular formations that can emerge when the participants are
involved in monitoring an activity or object in their immediate environment. One of
these is the side-by-side arrangement (Kendon, 2010), which can be seen in part c of
Figure 11 above. This particular formation was seen when children used the bandits.
Young children were able to form an F-formation at bandits due to their size.
Negotiating equal access could be more difficult when one or both participants were
larger. In these cases the formation seen in d in Figure 11 above would emerge. If one
of the participants were taller they would be able to see over the other participant and
thus maintain equal access. Thus there is a vertical dimension to consider in
recognizing F-formations along with the horizontal dimension, resulting in what we’ll
refer to as a Vertical F-formation.
The composition of the groups or the context in which they were stamping did not
always result in F-formations. Given the limited transactional space of these
configurations, some participants would be left out when more than two people
attempted to interact around the bandits. If one member of the group was small, this
could help others in viewing the transactional space but the third person would still
be limited in their ability to engage. This pattern is similar to findings reported by
Marshall, Rogers and Pantidi (2011), where those group members left outside the
transactional space become excluded from the interaction. Thus, with limited ability
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to see and interact around the bandits, adults were limited in their ability to scaffold
interactions and engage children with the related content.
The bandits act as a gateway between the objects in the museum and the human
stories behind the objects. However, discussion about objects was not observed while
people were using the bandits. No indexing behaviour was observed between the
bandits and the objects; visitor groups were not observed interacting with the bandits
and the objects to which they were linked. Stimulating discussion around the objects
is not a primary aim of the programme, however facilitating these discussions can
lead to better museum experiences for families (Kelly, 2011). Indexing behaviour such
as pointing, looking back-and-forth between the objects and the bandits, or discussing
the objects while using the bandits can indicate that users are making connections
between the objects and their activity. Furthermore, indexing can act as a social cue to
others in the group and invite interaction. Cues from indexing behaviour can invite
other group members to step in and help scaffold the learning experience (Hornecker,
2010). Indeed there was an obvious desire on the part of adults to interact with
children around the content, as groups were observed discussing objects around the
galleries.
Discussions around Compass objects were observed outside the galleries, as they
visited the Compass Lounge. Analysis of group behaviour in the Compass Lounge will
be discussed next.
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5.3

Reviewing Stories at the Compass Pods

Groups who reviewed their stories in the Compass Lounge focused on accessing
the stories, reviewing what they had collected, supporting others, and interacting
around the story content. Only intergenerational groups were observed using
Compass Cards on the pods in the lounge. No school or community groups were
observed using the pods with their cards.
The registration process created barriers for some group members and gaps in
their interaction with the programme. However it also created opportunities for group
members to ask for help, and created a context for which group members could offer
support. Users needed to register their card in order to access their stories; this
required that they had an email address. Therefore there was a knowledge barrier for
some group members, specifically younger children, as they required an adult to help
them with this step. The group composition could also affect the registration process.
If more than two group members tried to gather around a screen it would often leave
one of the group members out of the interaction, and with no stories to be viewed or
read aloud during this step there was little they could do. The following vignettes
show how the registration process could cause group members to have to split their
time between screens, and could leave some group members waiting until the process
was finished:
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Vignette 12
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The space provided at the pods is better suited to one or two people. The above
vignette illustrates how a member of the group can be left out of the interaction when
more than two try to interact with the content (cf. Heath & vom Lehn, 2008). The
following vignette shows how a knowledge gap for some group members could cause
issues for the registration process:
Vignette 13
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When groups with young children and adults used the pods it created
opportunities for parental support. The pods are designed for a principal user, and
adults tend to let the children in the group take this role. The adults then take on a
support role and help the children access and understand the content, as seen in
vignette 13 above. Thus, the adults don’t take a central role within the interaction, but
they take on the role of parental support. Heath and vom Lehn (2008) have reported
that principal user systems in science centres and museums can constrain interaction
for other group members. They suggest that systems designed for a principal user
relegate others in the group to exist outside the interaction, where they act more as
observers who provide occasional support or interruption. For groups with young
children a principal user system may be an advantage. It allows the adults to jump
into the interaction where they are needed. However, the children are reliant on adult
help and their experience can be stunted if adult help is not immediately available.
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The pods’ design can lead to members of the group taking an unequal role in the
interaction, or being left out. Vignette 12 illustrates this point, as Rowen is at times
left out due to a lack of space as well as a lack of a role. The adult sitting directly next
to the child often offers support and direction in the registration process. There is
little room for another adult so they stand behind or to the side. Therefore, the other
adult is pushed out of the interaction due to the spatial arrangement and because the
role of support is offered by the adult nearer to the screen. In vignette 13 we see how
the adult has to split their time between children, and to repeatedly enter an email
address in order to register each card. Thus, the registration process could create a gap
in interaction for some group members, where they had to wait for another group
member to complete the task before they could interact with the content or each
other.
The registration process also introduces an interesting educational opportunity for
groups with younger children (although one that doesn’t relate to the content
presented in the museum). In vignette 13 above the mother uses the opportunity to
help her daughter practice the alphabet and spelling. She spends more time with her
younger daughter during this process, and leaves her older daughter mostly on her
own. The learning opportunity here requires one adult to dedicate most of their time
to helping the child. The scene below is another example of an adult helping to teach
their child to spell, but with one child and one parent the interaction is much more
focused:
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Vignette 14

The way groups interacted around the pods was influenced by the design of the
pods and the types of F-formations they allowed (cf. Marshall et al., 2011). More than
two people at a pod made it difficult to share in the interaction, and in this way
groups were restricted in their ability to form F-formations. As mentioned previously,
an F-formation results when the transactional segment of the participants overlap and
the participants have equal access to this common space (Kendon, 1990). These Fformations are visible in parts a, b, d and e of Figure 12 below. There is also a vertical
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dimension that allows a Vertical F-formation to develop, similar to the F-formations
seen at bandits discussed above. Adults were able to negotiate equal access to the
screens when sitting slightly behind children due to their relative size.
In addition to F-formations, Kendon (2010) describes common-focus formations,
where groupings form between participants as they attend to a stimulus in the
environment: in this situation the potential level of participation is unequal. The pods
facilitated a situation where the formations are somewhere between a common-focus
formation, and a formation where the technology acts as a participant in the Fformation. . The pods create such a formation by providing content for the
participants to consume. However, they also interact and alter group members’
behaviour from the feedback and interaction they provide. In this way they act as
almost a member of the F-formation. The pods share the equal transactional space,
and work to maintain the space. What is questionable is the level of equal access to the
transactional space given to pods given that they are computers without the ability to
adapt or move. The pods are part of the environment and help to structure how
participants arrange themselves. They also form part of the interaction, as they
respond to inputs and help shape how the group interacts. Participants arrange
themselves around pods and respond to them in a way that includes the pods in the
formation.
Not all group members in these formations are able to participate in the
formations. The screen size and seating in front of the pods is optimized for up to two
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people. The stools in front of the screens are not fixed to the ground, and visitors can
freely move them. Despite this when a third person tries to interact they have limited
ability to view the screens, interact with the content or other group members. The
pods allow only one card to be reviewed at a time, and since each child in the group
tends to have their own card this leads to them each sitting down at their own pod
screen. Vignette 13 above showed how this could cause adults to have to switch back
and forth between the screens and divide their time between children. Figure 12 below
shows the typical configurations formed by groups reviewing their stories in the
Compass Lounge. From these configurations we can see how groups adapted to work
with the space.
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Figure 12: Pod configurations

Reviewing the stories on the Compass Pods could act as more of a check-in for
some groups, rather than a prolonged review of the stories. The focus of their time at
the pod would be to check to ensure that they had collected all the stamps and the
associated stories. This is congruent with the behaviour observed in the galleries,
where the focus was on the act of collecting. Additionally, the stage of reviewing
stories follows from collecting stamps. For many groups this would be near the end of
their trip to the museum, thus they may have faced time constraints in their ability to
review the stories. Family groups tend to spend most of their time in galleries looking
at exhibits (Kelly, Savage, Griffin, & Tonkin, 2004). There is a period during the visit
where groups will turn away from the galleries and pay more attention to the museum
facilities, and prepare to leave; this period lasts on average from 3-10 minutes (Falk,
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1991). The following vignette shows an intergenerational group demonstrating the
story check-in behaviour:
Vignette 15
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Vignette 15 is an example of the check-in behaviour described above, and how
rushed the review of stories can be; the family stays at the pods for just over 2 minutes
30 seconds. Clara looks from her Compass Card to the screen several times as she is
reviewing and selecting stories. This sort of indexing behaviour indicates that she is
checking what stories she has collected against the stamps she collected in the
galleries. They also appear to only survey the stories, to check the content quickly.
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They spend very little time on each story, as evidenced by vignette 15 where Nicolas
and Clara spend less than 10 seconds on some story pages. The vignette also shows
how groups could be distracted at this stage in their visit, and possibly tired. The
session at the pods ends as Mila suggests they go to get chips. Luke informs the others
that they can review the story at home. This suggests they may feel more comfortable
or able to review at home, or it could be a way for the group to organize leaving the
museum. All six intergenerational groups interviewed agreed that reviewing the
stories at home was something that interested them. One of the groups indicated that
they did not know there was a possibility to review the stories in the lounge, and had
expected to review them afterwards online.
The age of the child group members and the size of the group influenced behaviour
in reviewing stories in the lounge. Younger children required adult help in order to
access and read the stories; they could also compete for adult attention. Thus, with
more young children in the group, adults had to balance the attention they paid to
each child. Older children did not demand as much support from adults. The social
experience for these groups was focused around reviewing what was collected
together. The following vignettes illustrate how groups negotiated supporting and
interacting with other members while reviewing stories:
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Vignette 16
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The above vignette demonstrates how children can compete for attention, and
how adults have to balance the time they spend with each. The following vignette
shows how adults support children in accessing their stories:
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Vignette 17
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The above vignette is an example of the planned visitor journey for adults and
children. Hennie has the opportunity to focus her attention on Elsa in this excerpt.
Parents are more involved in reading the stories for young children on the pods.
Groups with multiple young children could struggle to review the stories in the
lounge. Some children would be left out if there were more children than adults, and
they would compete for the attention of the adults, or find other activities to occupy
their time. The vignettes demonstrate how the children can compete for attention,
and how the collection and comparison of stamps is a major activity for them. The
adults were aware of this, and tried to facilitate where they could, as demonstrated by
Stephen’s statement when interviewed: “I think at this age it’s more the collecting, you
know, the stamps, rather than actually, rather than [laughs] looking at the stories
which is more important [laughs].” He also indicated that some sort of narration
facility would help younger children as they were “not confident readers yet.” Groups
with older children, or smaller numbers of children, did not exhibit the same
behaviour patterns.
Intergeneration groups with older children, and a more equal ratio of adults to
children, spent time browsing the stories and reviewing together. Their interaction
was more focused on digesting the content together. The children were able to read on
their own; thus conversations could have a different focus from groups with younger
children, where explaining the content on the screen was fundamental. Adults in
these groups had more opportunity to focus on aspects of the story, to elaborate, or
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ask questions, as they were both reading together. Furthermore, they could use the
story and its images as a reference in talking to others, as shown in the scene below:
Vignette 18
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Groups enjoyed the experience of collecting stamps and reviewing the stories.
Three intergenerational groups interviewed after reviewing the stories on the pods
indicated that they enjoyed the stories and the experience of collecting them.
Intergenerational groups appreciated, and expected, the focus in stories to be on the
people behind the events or objects. Three groups who were interviewed highlighted
people as an interesting focus of the stories. One group was interested in stories from
a diary perspective. However, there were more utilitarian views as one group thought
the card acted as a data storage device, helping them remember what they saw that
day and allowing them to investigate the objects later. Four of the groups expected or
desired an interactive experience with the stories. This included having questions
included in the content, the ability to research more into the objects or themes that
interested them, as well as technical interactivity and the ability to manipulate the
content around themes or areas of interest. The Compass stories met visitor
expectations with their human focus, and there is opportunity to enhance the
interactive elements surrounding the stories. Changes to the stories would influence
the post-museum experience, which will be looked at next.
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5.4

Post-Museum Online

An integral part of the CCP is the post-museum visit; visitors can review the stories
they collected after visiting the museum on the Compass website. Website data from
the launch date on July 18, 2011 to July 31, 2012 were analysed. It showed that a large
percentage of the visitors to the site are from the UK, with London and the
surrounding areas producing many of the visits. Tourists also utilized the cards, with
15% of the visits to the site coming from outside the UK. Other studies have found that
casual visitors will visit museum websites to review tagged or bookmarked content
from their visit at a rate of 7% to 20% (Walker, 2008; Barry, 2006). The homepage of
the Compass site, shown below in Figure 13, receives a rate of visits in line with these
findings, based on the number of email registrations for the programme and the
number of Compass Cards printed.
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Figure 13: Compass Card website homepage

In order to narrow in on the number of CCP users, and thus gain a better
understanding of the post-museum experience, the number of email registrations and
cards printed were considered. Visitors must register their card in order to view the
stories on the website. Registrations can be done at the Compass Pods in the museum,
or at home online. Looking at the rate of website visits to registrations indicates that
the website does better than the 20% visit rate mentioned above. However, the number
of email registrations does not capture the full number of CCP users, as visitors can
use the card without registering. Using the number of cards printed as a guide, the rate
of visits to the website is lower than the rate of 7% mentioned above. However the
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number of cards printed doesn’t capture the true amount of CCP users either. Card
wastage and users with multiple cards would account for a portion of the total
printed. Additionally, the museum must store cards for use, so the total printed does
not equate with how many have been used to date. Therefore the rate of post-museum
website use by visitors is likely somewhere in agreement with the 7%-20% range found
by other museums.
Interviews with, and observation of, the CCP users indicated an interest in
accessing the content on their cards post-museum. The stories are a main draw of the
site, but there is an apparent barrier for users in accessing them. In order to view their
collected stories, visitors must register the card with their email and the barcode from
their Compass Card. This appears to be a pain point in the process, as large numbers
of visitors drop off when moving from the Compass homepage, through the login
screen to the stories. The login page is shown in Figure 14 below. Additionally a large
proportion of visitors visit the How it works page or barcode help pages. This suggests
that visitors are having trouble logging in, and that access to their barcode is an issue.
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Figure 14: Compass login page

Once logged in, visitors focus on reviewing the stories within the Compass site.
Their stories would be available to review from the story overview page, shown in
Figure 15 below. The top nine stories accessed on the site had an average of 1 minute 17
seconds spent on the page. The majority of visitors stayed within the Compass site,
but up to approximately 10% of story page views would results in crossing over to the
museum’s collections website to review archive content. The stories also drew visitors
back, with an almost even split seen between new and returning visitors on popular
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stories. The most viewed story is shown in Figure 16 below for reference. This story is
located in the gallery next to the Compass Lounge. If visitors collected this story, it
would appear as the first story in their list of collected stories.

Figure 15: Compass stories page
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Figure 16: The most viewed story

There are clearly elements of the programme that draw visitors to engage in the
post-museum experience with their collected stories. Interviews and observation
revealed that part of the appeal of reviewing at home was tied to having more time
and ability to focus attention on the stories. Others indicated that they appreciated
how the online content could remind them of their visit and the objects they saw (cf.
Brown & Chalmers, 2003). The analysis of website traffic shows that visitors are
interested in the stories, but they face some barriers in access.
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In the next section attention will turn to discussion of the findings for the CCP.
The overall social experience along the visitor journey will be discussed, and
influences on the shareability of the programme highlighted. Specific areas of
opportunity will be discussed, where the content or interaction may be adjusted to
help encourage a more social experience.
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CHAPTER 6.

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to understand how the design and use of the CCP
influences the social experience for visitor groups. In order to understand the
experience, social behaviour surrounding its use was studied in context as visitors
progressed through the programme. The observed behaviour and interactions
surrounding the programme allowed for evaluation of the shareability of the design
and coherence of the visitor journey. Implications for the redesign of programme
elements are drawn from this evaluation.
The time period of the study may limit the scope of the findings given the
seasonality of the study and the particular groups and behaviour observed. The study
focused on intergenerational and school or community groups. Research was
conducted during June. In this period children would have had a few days of school
holidays, but otherwise regular school schedules would apply. What the results cannot
capture are any differences in behaviour that may result from use at different time
periods, such as seasonal use. The researchers scheduled study days so as to draw on a
mixture of weekdays, weekends and times of day so as to capture as wide a range of
behaviour and mix of users as possible.
Access to some user groups was restricted and thus could limit understanding in
some areas. The ability to interview school groups was limited due to issues gaining
informed consent. More interviews with students and teachers may have lead to
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additional insight into the specific needs of these groups. Access to the emails of users
who had registered for the programme would have allowed more thorough
investigation into the post-museum experience, however this was not possible due to
privacy regulations.
The following subsections examine the social experience of the CCP, through a
focus on the observed social interaction and evaluation of the shareability of the
programme. The visitor journeys of groups using the programme are highlighted to
demonstrate how the experience did or did not cohere. Lastly, considerations for
redesign are highlighted based on the evaluations.

6.1

Shareability of the CCP

The CCP is designed to be a social activity for visitor groups to use as they explore
the museum, and to inspire them to further investigate the objects and people they
find interesting through the digital museum archives. It is meant to be a shareable
experience that visitors perform together, with a focus on the objects and stories in
the programme.
A considerable amount of the observed interaction within groups had an objective
to provide support or practical help with the programme, the goal of the overall
activity being to collect the stamps and review the stories collected. A large proportion
of the observed social behaviour by groups was collaborative and cooperative in
nature. Group members would support others in collecting stamps and accessing their
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stories. A large part of the support activity surrounded finding bandits, properly
stamping the cards and figuring out how to use the pods. Providing instruction and
support is a behaviour common to interactive exhibits; however Heath, vom Lehn and
Osborne (2005) question if this is a desired form of social interaction. Although
necessary, it does not appear to advance the goal of engaging visitors with the objects
themselves and the content of the stories.
The shareability of the CCP will be discussed through a focus on its entry and
access points, as outlined by Hornecker, Marshall and Rogers (2007). The design of
these points, and the behaviour surrounding them, serves to highlight elements of the
programme that impact on its shareability for groups. The behaviours and
interactions described below are summarized in the visitor journey represented in
Figure 17. This figure illustrates how visitor groups progressed through the CCP, and
their behaviours, activities and interactions along the way. Specific points of social
interaction are highlighted, along with points of frustration or confusion.
Entry Points
An overview of the programme was given through touchpoints such as signage, the
pods, the cards, and the bandits. The overview provided by these points was limited,
as it was not possible to gain a complete understanding of what the programme
entailed from one asset. The assets needed to use the programme were not
immediately visible from a single point of introduction. The Compass Pods could be
an exception, as they do provide a description and illustration of what is involved in
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the programme. However the Pods are placed in isolation from the cards and the
bandits. Visitors were not immediately able to understand what they needed, and
often had to find others to help explain the programme.
The points of introduction to the CCP varied and were spread throughout the
museum, which could cause problems in the visitor journey. A popular means of
introduction was through bandits in the galleries. Visitors were able to understand
that they needed a card to interact with the bandit, thus the bandits communicated
part of their function clearly. However group members who were introduced via the
bandits immediately faced a barrier to engaging with the programme since Compass
Cards were not stored immediately nearby. In order to proceed with the CCP, visitors
would then have to leave their activity and go to find a card or a staff member to help
them. Figure 17 below shows how this could disrupt their journey.
The programme was successful at attracting attention and interest through the
design and placement of the bandits and pods. The pods in the lounge were effective
at drawing visitors into the area and encouraging interaction. The design of the
bandits as well as the activities of others when interacting with them served to draw
attention and interest. A honeypot effect (Brignull & Rogers, 2003) was observed
around bandits in galleries, and visitors would attempt to interact with the
programme once attracted. However, as mentioned above they faced barriers in their
immediate ability to join in.
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The process of registering the Compass Card presented a barrier for children when
attempting to review their stories. In order to access the stories they had collected,
users had to register by entering their name and email. Many children had trouble
with this process, and had to ask for help from adults. Often help was quickly
provided, but sometimes children would have to wait for an adult to help them.
Access Points
The design of the CCP is optimized for interaction between two people at points of
content collection and review. The size of the bandits and pods limits perceptual
access, as actions and movements are obscured when more than two people are
gathered around these artefacts. This was demonstrated by the observed
configurations around the pods and bandits, as F-formations were limited to two
people. Groups with more than two people had to negotiate perceptual and
manipulative access, and the majority of groups observed did contain more than two
members.
The programme uses a single input that can be used collaboratively in a turntaking fashion. Children would tend to have their own Compass Card that they would
take around the galleries to stamp and collect stories. While collecting stamps they
would help each other and work together to ensure it was stamping correctly. The
pods would accept one card at a time, and children would each take one pod to review
stories. The screens of the pods however allowed others to join in the interaction, and
provided them with manipulative access to the experience. The shared interaction at
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the screens required group members to take turns or negotiate the interaction.
Manipulative access for adults was possible given the small size of children, this
allowed Vertical F-formations to emerge.
The perceived ownership of the Compass Card amongst children limited the
programme’s fluidity of sharing. Groups with multiple younger children did not share
control of their cards. The children would compare their collected stamps, and almost
compete in their collecting behaviour. This was an obviously enjoyable activity for
children, and although it is not sharing in the traditional sense it does involve a
shared focus on collection. This collecting and comparing behaviour could change
with groups where the children were older or there was only one child. Some
switching of roles, sharing of the card and interleaving of control was seen in these
groups. Paper is a very stable and portable medium that can be easily shared, but its
physical nature also allows for feelings of ownership (Gaver, 1996).
Collaborative behaviour and the sharing of control occurred at the Compass Pods.
Adults helped to support learning behaviour, and aided children in navigating the
interface. Groups with a higher child-to-parent ratio could struggle to provide this
supportive behaviour, which resulted in some group members having to wait or being
left out. This is highlighted in Figure 17 below. When reviewing stories together group
members would have to negotiate and coordinate access.
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6.2

The Visitor Journey

A goal for the National Maritime Museum is to make the CCP an integrated
experience for visitor groups. This goal requires that the various touchpoints of the
programme and the museum experience work together to support the activity for
groups. This includes the physical experience in the museum, and the digital
experience before or after the museum. It also spans across exhibits and programmes.
Other institutions share this goal; indeed the Natural History Museum has agreed to
follow a strategy that prioritizes an integrated experience across physical and digital
space to extend the visitor experience and relationship with the museum (Barry,
2006). Bridging the digital and physical worlds has been a concern for researchers
investigating tangible interaction, and an important consideration in this area is the
social user experience (Hornecker & Buur, 2006; Suzuki & Kato, 1995). Thus, the goal
of creating an integrated experience requires consideration of the physical and digital
relationship and how it interacts the social experience of visitor groups.
The design of the CCP involved a plan for how visitors would proceed through and
use the programme. The findings show that visitors did not necessarily follow the
envisaged plan (as shown in Figure 1), and instead utilized the immediate context and
action of others to guide their behaviour according to their own situated concerns.
This is in accordance with Suchman’s (1987) view of plans and situated actions. The
reality of use of the programme was affected by emergent circumstances and actions.
It also highlights the gap that can exist between the planned and the actual journey
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through the experience. Consideration must be given to transition points between the
programme and the overall visit, as well as how journeys for group members are
interwoven (cf. Benford et al., 2009). This study reinforces the importance of
understanding the use of systems in context. The structure of groups, their
motivations and abilities, and other environmental factors influenced how groups
came to use the CCP. In reality there were conditions that meant visitors could take a
roundabout journey through the programme, or could miss parts of the programme
entirely.
There were many social interactions throughout the journey, and these are
highlighted in Figure 17. Most of the interactions in the stages where visitors were
introduced to the programme and stamped their cards were supportive or tactical.
Part of the tactical support could centre on problems scanning the barcode correctly.
Card owners and observers sometimes had trouble recognizing that the physical
stamp was not what collected the story, and that it was instead the barcode and a
digital scanner that attached the story to the card. An interesting exception to the
tactical interaction was the appearance of comparative and competitive behaviour in
children while collecting the stamps. The latter part of journey when visitors were
reviewing stories was where interaction shifted to a focus on supporting learning.
An interesting difference between intergenerational and school or community
groups rests in their ability to engage with the programme. School visits were often
arranged ahead of time with the museum and followed a schedule of activities. This
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restricted the ability of children to get access to the cards and use them, as their time
and access to areas of the museum was controlled. Intergenerational groups on the
other hand were able to respond to the needs of group members and adjust their
behaviour. This allowed them to go back in their journeys if needed, and to spend
time finding artefacts and progressing through the programme.
The CCP is not the sole focus of visitor groups during their visit, and is instead
part of their larger museum experience. Thus there are natural interruptions and
shifting priorities as the visit unfolds. The distributed nature of the programme
results in varying levels of social interaction, as visitors move through the awareness
and introduction stage to the post-museum experience. Points of transition within an
experience can cause the coherence of the programme to suffer. Particular transition
points that caused trouble for the CCP included areas where visitors tried to begin
using the programme, and temporal or role transitions where some group members
would have disengaged with the programme but then had to reengage in order to
interact with other members. Completely interwoven visitor journeys are not
necessary, as natural breaks to allow group members to explore independently can
reduce distractions and help to distribute group resources (Benford et al., 2009).
However a large degree of journey overlap is needed for group members in order to
facilitate interaction around the programme content.
Interaction around Compass Pods was where the focus of the behaviour turned to
the content of the programme, as shown in Figure 17 below. This is where adults
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would read stories to children, and where discussions around the objects could occur.
However, time at the Pods was relatively short in comparison to time spent in
galleries. Visiting families spend the majority of their time at the museum in galleries
and looking at exhibits, and a relatively small amount of time orienting themselves to
the visit or preparing to leave (Kelly et al., 2004). The time families were observed at
the pods could span a few minutes. Restraints on time and resources make the option
of reviewing stories online at home more achievable for some groups.
The level of social interaction surrounding stories may be limited by the
separation between objects and stories in time and space, as well as the separation of
group members in galleries. Children were observed to largely focus on the act of
collecting stamps, and no discussion was observed relating to the objects that the
stamps were connected to. This focus on collection was accompanied by comparison
between children of the stamps they had collected. When reviewing stories in the
lounge, children continued their focus on the collected stories and comparison with
others. Adults did not spend time with children examining what they were collecting
at bandits. Thus at the pods and afterwards online they could not elaborate on the
content to include a shared experience around the objects and bandits. They relied on
what was in the story and their own personal knowledge or experience to engage the
children around the programme. If adults don’t feel as if they have the knowledge to
help scaffold learning and interest in an area it can limit how they engage with
children (Burch & Gammon, 2006).
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Family discussions after visiting a museum tend to focus on events or items of
interest, new interests they’ve formed, or recall of things they’ve seen and done in the
museum (Kelly et al., 2004). They construct a shared meaning of their experience
based on their own interpretations of the exhibits and activities they experienced in
the museum (Falk & Dierking, 2000). These discussions can help to increase interest
in the CCP stories and objects, and may motivate further action. However, The
artefacts involved in the CCP did not receive the same attention from adult and
children group members. Thus they may have very different knowledge of the
content, and their interpretations may focus on very different features of their visit.
The design of the CCP enables collaboration as it allows its users to act
independently or to collaborate as they wish. In order to facilitate interactions that
allow group members to more actively engage around the content a more collaborative
design may be required. The focus of the next section will turn to the elements of the
experience that could be the focus of a redesign in order to create a more integrated
experience.
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- 95 Figure 17: The visitor journey with the CCP

6.3

Implications for Redesign

The National Maritime Museum has an objective to create a more integrated and
social experience for intergenerational groups and school/community groups engaged
with the CCP. In the event of a redesign, elements of the programme that have
potential to impact the social experience and coherence of this goal need to be
considered. These elements are outlined in the following discussion.
The introduction to the programme could be made more apparent and accessible
for groups. The beginning of an experience is a point of transition that requires
consideration. If interactions are introduced poorly it can impact the uptake and
engagement with the system (Benford et al., 2009; Hornecker et al., 2007). The timing
of the introduction is also important, as evidenced by the frustrations observed by
visitors introduced to the programme in the galleries. Placement of the CCP assets
and introductory signage could be made more visible and accessible. The cards
especially could be nearer to points of introduction to the programme, including
bandits. Staff are an important resource for introduction; ensuring they have
Compass Cards to hand out would help to ensure that visitors have better access to the
programme.
Group members’ journeys during the stage of collecting stamps are largely separate
and do not feature much interaction between adult and child. This limits the support
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and interaction possible, but helps to reduce distractions and gives time for visitors to
look at what interests them. A more actively encouraging approach to collaboration
may help to motivate visitors to engage with the programme content at key times, and
thus aid their ability to interact around the content (Benford et al., 2000).
The bandits create issues in collecting stories due to a mismatch between their
physical affordance and digital function. Group members could incorrectly stamp
their cards by missing the barcode scanner but still physically stamp the card. Given
the physical action of stamping, altering the system so that the physical stamp collects
the story could create a more seamless interaction (cf. Hornecker, 2012). Alternatively,
the barcode mechanism could be more emphasized or made the sole method of
collection, although the physical design of the bandit was seen to be successful in
encouraging participation.
Reviewing stories on the pods was the stage where interactions between group
members started to focus on the programme content. Some of these interactions were
limited due to divided experiences and demands on attention, or limited
understanding. As with collecting stamps, this stage could benefit from providing
more encouragement for collaboration. Rewarding and increasing collaboration could
increase learning opportunities and the motivation for visitors to explore content
further (Benford et al., 2000). A barrier to interacting with the content was the
registration process. Younger group members needed adult help to complete this step,
and it created a gap in the interaction. Adults could have limited resources in terms of
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time to share between children, thus allowing some interaction to occur without
registering could allow children to continue to engage with the content while they
waited for adults.
More understanding of the post-museum experience is needed in relation to the
social experience, but motivation and access to the Compass website could be
improved. A goal of the CCP is to encourage engagement with the content and the
museum archives. Visitors currently have trouble accessing the content on the website
due to login or card issues. Experiences distributed over time require visitors to
disengage at points, and can make reengagement with the programme difficult.
Providing visitors with motivation to visit the site and making it easier could help
increase the rate of post-engagement (Benford et al., 2009). This could involve making
it clearer that visitors need to keep the card, making access to stories possible without
a card if they’ve registered, or altering the content to increase motivation. Results
from interviews suggested aspects of the stories that were particularly interesting for
visitors, but more research into specific motivations for post-museum interaction
would be needed.
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CHAPTER 7.

CONCLUSION

The CCP was designed to provide an extended shared experience for visitors that
creates interest around objects and stories, and inspires further engagement with the
museum. Through detailed analysis, areas of the CCP that aid or detract from these
goals were identified.

Aspects of the system that support the social experience

emerged by focusing on the social interactions of groups while using the programme.
The shareability of the programme was evaluated through analysis of entry and access
points. The artefacts in the programme invited attention and created intrigue,
however group members faced barriers in gaining entry and access to the programme,
which could limit the shareability of the CCP. Through plotting the experience over
time it was possible to see how the groups utilized the distributed system in reality,
and how coherent the social experience was for group members. This showed that
much of the social interaction around the programme content occurred at the end of
the journey, while the earlier interaction focused on supporting the use of the
programme. The distributed nature and form of the programme resulted in multiple
transition points, that when combined with limited shareability could introduce
barriers in creating a shared experience and understanding. The analysis allowed
points of the programme to be identified that would help to create a more coherent
and shared experience if redesigned.
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The findings of this evaluation contribute to the understanding of distributed
systems, and other related areas such as ubiquitous computing. A new way of thinking
about the dimensions and requirements of F-formations was also proposed.
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APPENDIX

Part A: UCL Ethical Approval
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Part B: Wording of Museum Signage

Evaluation of the group experience provided by the Compass
Card program at the National Maritime Museum
Video Recording:
We are currently video- and audio- recording in the immediate area for research
purposes. If you have any concerns about being recorded, please inform our
researcher or a member of staff and the camera will be switched off immediately. If
you have been recorded but decide that you would prefer that the recording be
destroyed, please inform us and the footage will be deleted. The material will be used
for research and teaching purposes only.
For more information about the evaluation study please ask University College
London researcher Terri Herbert, who is nearby and wearing a badge for identification
purposes. For further enquiries, please contact Dr. Paul Marshall
(paul.marshall@ucl.ac.uk)
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